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GALLERIA PACE: OVER 66 YEARS OF PASSION AND ACHIEVEMENTS

In 2018 Galleria Pace celebrated 65 years of activity, with the experience of
maturity granted by the long journey taken so far, yet also with the ever-stimulating
enthusiasm of youth. Because art means timeless passion and drive.

Over these past decades we have discovered up-and-coming artists and enhanced
the profile of well-known ones; we have organized authoritative exhibitions and
created prestigious collections of international masters of modern and contemporary
art; we have published General Catalogs in the format of elegant and valuable
volumes; we have organized important auctions with rare and prized works, always
accompanied by our certifications of authenticity, guaranteed by our vast
experience and the most advanced technologies.

Our commitment for the future means an even greater determination towards more
and more achievements, with the same passion, in this wonderful journey through
art that has inspired our family since 1953. Because a work of art cannot ever be
completely owned: it is to be protected, looked after and eventually handed down.

Galleria Pace Seal

galleriapace.com
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Ratings

Under each caption are the valuations of the work expressed in euro
excluding auction fees; they are intended as an indicative estimate
for buyers. The offer between the minimum and maximum price is
an interesting purchase. However, an auction can lead to a lot being
awarded at a price below the minimum or above the maximum
estimate.

Basic auction price

It coincides with the starting amount, which is generally about 50%
of the evaluation. It is up to the auctioneer to vary the basic price,
however, thus changing the errors in which you had incurred in the
drafting of the catalog.

The reserve price

is the minimum price agreed between the Auction House and the
seller below which the lot cannot be sold. This amount is confidential
and will be protected during the auction by means of special raises
made by the auctioneer.
In addition, the Peace Gallery, has the right to waive, in whole or in
part, his fee, reducing its sales commission.

Purchase commissions:

The sales manager may accept commissions for the purchase of
lots put up for auction, at prices determined by a specific mandate.

Selling to Galleria Pace

A commission generally of 20% VAT included must be paid by
the seller on the sale price of the lots sold, including the DDS:
right below Legislative Decree no. 118 of 13|02|2006. The
payment of the proceeds of the auction will be settled, net of
rights and any expenses, about 40 days after the sale, and the
actual collection S.B.F. provided that there have been no
claims relating to the goods. The unsold goods will be made
available to the client within 30 days of the auction, unless a
reduction in the minimum reserve prices is agreed with Galleria
Pace and the necessary time is allowed to make other attempts
at sale, including by private treaty.

Payment facilities

In order to make the purchase at auction more accessible to
collectors and dealers, it is possible to make a form of installment
payment that must be agreed in advance no later than three days
before the sale.

For the reading of catalogues

Measurements are to be understood in this order: height, width and
depth. Under the heading "Origin" are listed the stamps and labels
of the Galleries and collections applied to the back of the paintings.

Conditions of sale

1. Sales are made to the highest bidder and in cash.
2. The auction will be preceded by an exhibition of the items,

during which the sales manager will be available for any
clarification. The purpose of the exhibition is to enable the
quality of the objects to be examined and to reveal errors or
inaccuracies in the compilation of the catalogue. Disputes in
this respect are no longer admissible after the award has
been made.

3. The works offered for sale shall be authentic and accurately
attributed. For any dispute in this regard to be decided

between a consultant of Galleria Pace and an expert of
equal qualification designated by the customer, may be
asserted no later than 15 days from the award, also Galleria
Pace Srl assumes no other responsibility than that arising
from his status as agent with representation pursuant to art.
1704 et seq. cc.

4. A claim recognised as valid leads to the simple
reimbursement of the sum exactly paid, to the exclusion of
any other claim. After the expiry of the above period, the
Galleria Pace shall cease to be liable.

5. Galleria Pace acts as agent for those who have entrusted it
with the task of selling the objects offered at auction,
therefore it is obliged to respect the reserve limits imposed
by the principals even if not known to the participants in the
auction; they cannot assume obligations other than those
arising from the mandate.

6. The sales manager may accept purchase commissions on
the works at prices determined by a specific mandate.

7. To the award figure should be added 23% VAT included, as
the auction fee.

8. The works shall be awarded by the director of the sale; in the
event of a dispute over the award of the object, the
auctioneer may resume the auction on the basis of the
tender previously made.

9. The Buyer must pay a deposit at the time of the award and
complete the payment within the next 48 hours.

10. Items sold must be collected no later than 48 hours from the
day of sale. In the event of default, the buyer will lose the
deposit and the item will remain with the owner.

11.   Once the payment has been made, at the request of the
purchaser, Galleria Pace may provide the following services:

A. of packaging at a cost of Euro 30 for each package;
B. shipment of the lots, at the risk of the successful

bidder with costs to be borne by the consignee
(pursuant to Art. 1737 et seq. of the Civil Code), on
request, the items sent can be insured with costs to
be borne by the consignee. In the case of
works|objects of large dimensions or weight,
agreements will be made from time to time.

12. During the competition, the sales manager has the right to
combine or separate the lots and possibly to change the
sales order.

13. For items subject to State Notification, pursuant to art. 2, 3
and 5 of Law 1 - 6 - 39, n. 1089, buyers are required to
comply with all applicable legislation.

These regulations are automatically accepted by those who
participate in this auction. For each dispute the competence of the
Court of Milan is established.

Sales director and auctioneer:

Gimmi Stefanini,
 expert and art expert (CTU) of Italian and foreign courts

For your bank transfers:
Galleria Pace S.r.l.
P.I. IT1328932015
Banca UNICREDIT
Ag. Via Verdi 7, Milan
Iban IT 89 R 02008 01733 000040537034
BIC SWIFT Code: UNCRITM1M60
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Lot 1

MARIO SCHIFANO
(Homs 1934 - Roma 1998)

“Vela”

acrilico su tela
cm. 80,00x80,00

Signature on the lower right
and at the back.

Estimate: € 2,700.00 - 3,700.00

Lot 2

MARIO SCHIFANO
(Homs 1934 - Roma 1998)

“La terra e il cielo”

O0lio su tela
cm. 80,00x120,00

Estimate: € 5,000.00 - 7,500.00
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Lot 3

REMO BIANCO
(Milano 1922 - Milano 1988)

“Impronte”

O0lio su tela
cm. 110,00x81,00

Estimate: € 3,500.00 - 5,300.00

Lot 4

REMO BIANCO
(Milano 1922 - Milano 1988)

“Impronte oro”, 1982

mixed on framed paper
cm. 120,00x100,00
Signature, year and title on the
back

Estimate: € 1,500.00 - 2,300.00
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Lot 5

ERNESTO TRECCANI
(Milano 1920 - Milano 2009)

“Figura”

O0lio su tela
cm. 60,00x40,00
Sign on the bac at the bottom
right

Estimate: € 750.00 - 750.00

Lot 6

MINO MACCARI
(Siena 1898 - Roma 1989)

“Figure”, 1962

O0lio su tela
cm. 60,00x70,00
Sign on the back at the bottom
left. Provenance label at the
back Galleria d'Arte Sianesi
(MI) and stamp by Galleria
Consorti (Roma)

Estimate: € 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
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Lot 7

GIUSEPPE MIGNECO
(Messina 1908 - Milano 1997)

“Donna seduta con mazzo di
fiore”

acqerello su carta
cm. 61,00x39,00
Sign on the back at the bottom
right

Estimate: € 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

Lot 8

GIANNI DOVA
(Roma 1925 - Pisa 1991)

“Il seme mette le sue radici”

O0lio su tela
cm. 120,00x100,00
Sign in the lower right.
Authentication of the author on
the photo and the archive
reasoned catalog of G.Dova,
n°332

Estimate: € 4,500.00 - 6,000.00
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Lot 9

VIRGILIO GUIDI
(Roma 1891 - Venezia 1984)

“S.Giorgio”, 1973

O0lio su tela
cm. 40,00x50,00
Sign at the back.
Authentication of the autor on
the bac of the work on
08.07.1973

Estimate: € 2,300.00 - 3,300.00

Lot 10

MICHELE CASCELLA
(Ortona 1892 - Milano 1989)

“Portofino”

O0lio su tela
cm. 20,00x30,00
Sign on the lower left

Estimate: € 2,300.00 - 3,300.00
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Lot 11

BRUNO CASSINARI
(Piacenza 1912 - Milano 1992)

“Giuseppina”, 1968

O0lio su tela
cm. 80,00x65,00
Sign and title at the bottom to
the lower right. Authentication
of the autor on photo on
12.02.1972

Estimate: € 8,500.00 - 12,000.00

Lot 12

BRUNO CASSINARI
(Piacenza 1912 - Milano 1992)

“Doppia figura”, 1989

O0lio su tela
cm. 40,00x30,00
Sign on the back at the bottom
right

Estimate: € 4,000.00 - 6,000.00
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Lot 13

ENNIO MORLOTTI
(Lecco 1919 - Milano 1992)

“Rocce”, 1982

O0lio su tela
cm. 30,00x40,00
Sign in the loer right.
Authentication of author on
photo

Estimate: € 8,500.00 - 13,000.00

Lot 14

ROBERTO CRIPPA
(Monza 1921 - Bresso 1972)

“Spirali blu”

Ceramica tirata in 99 esemplari
es. P.A..
cm. Diam. 40,00

Estimate: € 250.00 - 500.00
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Lot 15

ROBERTO CRIPPA
(Monza 1921 - Bresso 1972)

“Spirali rosse”

Ceramica tirata in 99 esemplari
es. P.A..
cm. Diam. 40,00

Estimate: € 250.00 - 500.00

Lot 16

ROBERTO CRIPPA
(Monza 1921 - Bresso 1972)

“Spirali bianche”

Ceramica tirata in 99 esemplari
es. P.A..
cm. Diam. 40,00
Origing edition Galleria Pace
(MI). Sign Printed signature on
the back

Estimate: € 250.00 - 500.00
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Lot 17

ROBERTO CRIPPA
(Monza 1921 - Bresso 1972)

“Figure astratte”, 1949

O0lio su tela
Authentication stamp on the
back by Galleria Pace (MI).
Authentication of author on
photo fo the archive of works
by R.Crippa edited by Galleria
Pace (MI) n°2, work inside the
3° catalog of R. Crippa

Estimate: € 16,000.00 - 20,000.00

Lot 18

PIERO MANZONI
(Soncino 1933 - Milano 1963)

“Merde d'artiste”, 1961

Tin can
cm. 6,00x7,00x7,00
The name of the artist printed
on the top hit a scree-printed
fingerprint. Multiple made by
the Foundation Piero Manzoni
on the anniversary of may
2013

Estimate: € 250.00 - 350.00
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Lot 19

BRUNO CASSINARI
(Piacenza 1912 - Milano 1992)

“Natura morta”, 1960

O0lio su tela
cm. 60,00x80,00
Sign in the loer right. Origin from a private
colletion (FI), hit authentic from three
different Florentine galleries, Medea, Levi,
Mengelli. Exhibitons in Florens on 1977.
Inserted in the bibliography of the National
Catalog B. Olaffi, 1972 p.78. Reproduction
in the general catalog of painting 1° Vol
Electra, p.304 Nr 1960 

Estimate: € 7,000.00 - 9,000.00

Lot 20

MICHELE CASCELLA
(Ortona 1892 - Milano 1989)

“Portofino”

O0lio su tela
Signature on the lower left.
Authentic of author on rear
photo.

Estimate: € 4,000.00 - 5,200.00
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Lot 21

MINO MACCARI
(Siena 1898 - Roma 1989)

“Figure”

O0lio su tela
cm. 40,00x27,00
Signature on the lower left.
Authentication of author on
photo

Estimate: € 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Lot 22

IBRAHIM KODRA
(Tirana 1918 - Milano 2006)

“Suonatore”

Tempera on paper
cm. 70,00x50,00
Signature in the lower right

Estimate: € 750.00 - 1,000.00
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Lot 23

BRUNO CASSINARI
(Piacenza 1912 - Milano 1992)

“Studio di cavallo”, 1974

China on paper
cm. 50,00x70,00
Signature in the lower right.
Original work used for maing
engravings on gold through a
circulation of 500 copies.
Appraisal variable issued by
Galleria Pace (MI).

Estimate: € 1,000.00 - 1,600.00

Lot 24

VINCENZO GEMITO
(Napoli 1852 - Napoli 1929)

“Testa di Anna”

Lost wax bronze sculpture
cm. 48,00

Estimate: € 1,600.00 - 2,400.00
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Lot 25

FRANZ BORGHESE
(Roma 1941 - Roma 2005)

“La coppia”, 1980

O0lio su tela
cm. 70,00x50,00
Signature in the lower right

Estimate: € 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

Lot 26

ALIGI SASSU
(Milano 1912 - Palma di
Majorca 2000)

“Cavalli”

Lithograph on paper
cm. 57,00x68,00
Signature in the lower right

Estimate: € 250.00 - 350.00
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Lot 27

GIUSEPPE MIGNECO
(Messina 1908 - Milano 1997)

“Figura”, 1969

Colored china on paper
cm. 30,00x20,00
Signature and date in the lower
right. Authentication of author
on photo. Origin from Galleria
Il Castello (Capri), Galleria Il
Castello (MI).

Estimate: € 500.00 - 700.00

Lot 28

UGO CELADA - DA VIRGILIO
(MANTOVA 1895 - VARESE
1995)

“Natura morta”, 1974

Olio su cartone intelato
cm. 65,00x50,00
Signature in the lower left.
Authentication of author on
photo. Origing from Galleria
Comanducci 1977

Estimate: € 1,800.00 - 2,700.00
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Lot 29

SALVATORE FIUME
(Comiso 1915 - Canzo 1997)

“Angelo con fruttiera”

Lithograph on paper
cm. 70,00x50,00
Signature on the lower right.
Authentic specimen P.A. in the
lower left

Estimate: € 250.00 - 350.00

Lot 30

ALDO CERDONIO
(ISTRIA 1922)

“Figure”, 1971

Litografia su cartoncino
cm. 50,00x50,00
Signature and year on the
lower right

Estimate: € 550.00 - 800.00
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Lot 31

ALFREDO RAPETTI MOGOL
(Milano 1961)

“Red”, 2010

Enamels on canvas
cm. 100,00x100,00
Signature, year and title of
paintin on the back. Authentic
of author on the photo

Estimate: € 1,200.00 - 1,600.00

Lot 32

ROBERTO CRIPPA
(Monza 1921 - Bresso 1972)

“Senza tiolo”

watercolored lithography
manually operated
cm. 100,00x70,00
Signature in the lower right

Estimate: € 700.00 - 1,000.00
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